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Series of Basic Tutorials for 8.1

Are you new to ACEIT? Our latest Online Help
articles are written for you! Through a series of 7
articles, we provide a basic tutorial on building
an estimate in ACE 8.1. We show how to create
a new session, enter estimating methodologies,
perform what-if drills, view time-phased results,
and document your estimate. Along the way we
provide tips and notes to help you take
advantage of all ACE has to offer. For those
familiar with ACE, these articles provide a good
refresher and highlight some newer features of
the tool. With a quick scan you can pick up some
details that might increase your productivity in
ACE.

To view more, log into ACEIT.com and visit User
Resources > Online Help. You need to have an
active ACEIT DMS to access this section. You're
also welcome to email
ACEIT_Support@Tecolote.com with any
comments, feedback, or ideas you have for
future articles! 

 

Support Alerts

On January 24th, the ACEIT Team released two Support Alerts regarding documentation
in ACE 8.1 and 8.0.

https://aceit.com/home
mailto:ACEIT_Support@Tecolote.com


ACEIT Training

Training Spotlight - ACEIT for Advanced Model Builders:

Register soon for the first ACEIT for Advanced Model Builders class of 2023 and
check out our brand new training location in Arlington VA, running March 14-17. The
enrollment deadline is February 27, 2023.

Designed for students that want to enhance their cost estimating models with more
advanced features of the ACEIT suite, this course will take your ACEIT skills to the next
level. Student receive hands-on experience in ACE and learn how the other tools in the
suite support estimate construction and reporting.

 

Upcoming open registration offerings include ACEIT for Model Builders on April 18,
2023. Registration deadline for this class is April 3, 2023.

Click the options below to see schedules and register for our upcoming training
opportunities. For questions, contact ACEIT_Train@Tecolote.com.

 

             

Problem: Certain documentation is deleted from
rows that are cut and/or copied into the same
session. Note, the issue has different
presentations in 8.1 and 8.0.

Please visit aceit.com/user-resources/support-
alerts to see the detailed problem descriptions
for both ACE versions. 

Solutions:
- User Documentation (8.1/8.0): copy + paste
or cut + paste session rows with one unique
linked reference at a time.
- System Documentation (8.1): copy + paste
session rows and then individually re-link each
reference. We have not detected an issue with
system documentation in ACE 8.0.
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